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Parashah Sarah - Week 5

ARE WE STRANGERS OR SOJOURNERS… OR BOTH?
This week’s reading comes from Genesis 23:1-25:18; I Kings 1:1-31; Matthew 8:19-22;
Luke 9:57-62.
SUMMARY
The portion covers the death and burial of
Sarah, the purchase transaction where
Abraham buys the Cave of Makhpelah;
the request by Abraham to his servant
where he asks him to return to his old
homeland in order to search for Isaac’s
bride - the Matriarch, Rebecca.
We will read of the servant’s success in
negotiating with her family for her
release. Rebecca (Rivka) will
immediately depart together with the
servant on this long, unknown journey,
and marry Isaac. Abraham will die and
be buried alongside Sarah with both
Isaac and Ishmael in attendance.
The portion is called “the life of Sarah”
but seems only to detail the grave.
Yet as we look deeper, we will see the
lessons of legacy…especially when they search for and find a wife for Isaac someone from her own family.
Abraham starts off his discourse with the inhabitants of the Land with this statement:
Genesis 23:4 I am a stranger and a sojourner (resident alien) among you; give (sell) me
property for a burial place among you so that I may bury my dead [in the proper manner].
It is not without reason that we find these two words linked in Abraham’s statement. Yet
they seem to indicate opposite ends of a spectrum - so how do we go about marrying
these two seemingly very different ideas? Are we going to discover a truth which will still
have meaning in today’s busy world?
Until quite recently, families thought only of living / farming / fishing, etc., in the exact same
place where their forefathers did. Suddenly with the introduction of airplanes, the world
grew to be a very “small place”. Adventurous souls decided to move around the world to
see what challenges, or opportunities could come their way.
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In the short space of 50 years, we now have subsequent generations of families that have
made a home for themselves in new countries.
Are they like Abraham… strangers AND sojourners? So it seems relevant to take a deeper
look at this verse.
A) The Hebrew word for “sojourner” is Strong’s H 8453 “to-shav” and means:
A sojourner, stranger, an emigrant sojourning in a strange country, where he is NOT
naturalized—a dweller, but not outlandish, as distinguished from a native citizen.
This Hebrew word sojourner has its roots in the word Strong’s H 3427 and here are
some of the insights that we get here:
To dwell, have one’s abode.
To remain, stay (as in tents).
To cause cities to be inhabited.
To marry (give a dwelling to a woman).
To sit down, be seated (as in to be judges).
B) The Hebrew word for “foreigner” is Strong’s H 1616 “ger” and means:
A stranger, a person living out of his own country.
A temporary inhabitant, a newcomer lacking inherited rights.
At times seems to refer to foreign shepherds and nomadic tribes that wander about
with their flocks (Isaiah 5:17).
This Hebrew word “ger” (foreigner) comes from the root word Strong’s H 1481 and it is
here that we get some further insights:
To dwell / sojourn, temporarily.
To stir up trouble, strife.
To dread, fear, stand in awe, to be afraid, to tarry together.
So let us try to understand exactly what Abraham is saying here.
1)

We are all sojourners on this earth.

No matter which country you are physically born in - in the spiritual realm we are citizens
of Heaven. We will build houses, get married, “give away" sons and daughters in marriage;
we will even take up positions of importance in these communities, and so forth. But at the
same time, we will always have a responsibility to walk in the principles of, and represent
the Kingdom of GOD (YHVH).
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Whilst we sojourn on this earth, we are entitled to the right to be treated equally with all
other citizens. It is based on this principle that Paul challenges those who beat him up
without giving him fair trial, and demands justice.
Acts 16:37 But Paul said to them, “They have beaten us in public without a trial, men
who are Romans, and have thrown us into prison; and now they are sending us out
secretly? No! Let them come here themselves and bring us out!”
(See also Acts 22:25, 23:27)
And it’s Paul who teaches us the art of living within the boundary of the common
world norms, amongst the conflict that arises from various cultures, under man-made
leadership models, where man normally creates a form of slavery, while at the same time
building a Spiritual Kingdom that reflects the Glory of GOD (YHVH).
We have been adopted into the terms of the Covenant, by the work of Messiah!! We
are now fellow citizens of that Heavenly Kingdom.
Ephesians 2:19-22 19 So then you are no longer strangers and aliens [outsiders
without rights of citizenship], but you are fellow citizens with the saints (God’s people),
and are [members] of God’s Household, 20 having been built on the foundation of the
apostles and prophets, with Christ Jesus Himself as the [chief] Cornerstone, 21 in whom
the whole structure is joined together, and it continues [to increase] growing into a holy
temple in the Lord [a sanctuary dedicated, set apart, and sacred to the presence of the
Lord]. 22 In Him [and in fellowship with one another] you also are being built together
into a dwelling place of God in the Spirit.
(See also Ephesians 3:6)
2) We will always be strangers / aliens.
The act of salvation is a work of GOD (YHVH). The decision to be like a stranger in the
Land is a free-will choice that every believer has to make. We reveal our commitment to
this choice by the actions that we take, that look like those of the works of Y’shua.
John 15:7-10 7 If you remain in Me and My Words remain in you [that is, if we are
vitally united and My message lives in your heart], ask whatever you wish and it will be
done for you. 8 My Father is glorified and honored by this, when you bear much fruit,
and prove yourselves to be My [true] disciples. 9 I have loved you just as the Father
has loved Me; remain in My love [and do not doubt My love for you]. 10 If you keep My
commandments and obey My teaching, you will remain in My love, just as I have
kept My Father’s commandments and remain in His love.
We must look different to those people who have chosen not to serve in the Kingdom of
GOD (YHVH). The Bible calls us a “set apart” people, a “royal nation,” a “Holy Priesthood”.
The calling to be a stranger speaks to the lifestyle that we will role model, to the value
system we will reveal in our day-to-day actions in every sphere in business, sport, ministry
and so forth.
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Y’shua gives us a clue of how serious this concept of strangers really is when He says:
Luke 9:57-62 57 As they were going along the road, someone said to Him, “I will follow
You wherever You go.” 58 And Jesus told him, “Foxes have holes and the birds of the
air have nests, but the Son of Man has no place to lay His Head.” 59 He said to
another, “Follow Me [accepting Me as Master and Teacher].” But he said, “Lord, allow me
first to go and bury my father.” 60 But He said to him, “Allow the [spiritually] dead to bury
their own dead; but as for you, go and spread the news about the Kingdom of God.” 61
Another also said, “I will follow You, Lord [as Your disciple]; but first let me say goodbye to
those at my home.” 62 But Jesus said to him, “No one who puts his hand to the plow and
looks back [to the things left behind] is fit for the Kingdom of God.”
(See also Matthew 8:19-20)

What are some of these attributes that will set us apart?
We will always acknowledge that GOD (YHVH) is the Owner of the Land, of the
potential that He placed within each one of us. (Leviticus 25:23) Our talents / gifts
can allow us to stand out from the rest of society, whether this is the business world,
or on the sports field. This unique position will often bring material gain / wealth, but
also the honour of your fellow man. A Godly man will jealously guard this gift and
continuously give stewardship of it to GOD (YHVH). As we “tithe” that which we
have by acknowledging GOD (YHVH)’s role in our lives, and as we use our
position / power /wealth to build a more equal society, we will be living set apart
lives.
We will keep the Shabbat as a Holy convocation. (Exodus 23:12) Mankind has
taken ownership of time, we have the right to use time as we see fit, shopping is an
everyday of the year affair - work has no limits on time, families are robbed of
quality time. In this environment, a set apart people takes time to honour GOD
(YHVH)’s Commandment and dedicate a day to the quietness, listening to the Holy
Spirit, and building family relationships.
We will not oppress the stranger, because we will recall that we were strangers at
some time in Egypt. (Exodus 25:9) While the world has in a sense become a
smaller place, mankind has retreated into a tribal background. Nations are defined
by some sort of differences, and diversity struggles to stand, refugees fleeing from
one horror, are barricaded into camps and treated badly. The fact that some of
these refugees also cause unbelievable horror - rape / bombings and so on does
not help their case, nor the plight of the decent ones in times of need.
We will proclaim that there is ONE WORD for all. (Exodus 12:49) GOD (YHVH)’s
Word is sovereign. Mankind tries to take ownership and in that process, tries to
control others. We have to proclaim one standard - and then allow the acts of loving
kindness to reveal the circumcision of the heart or not.
We will care for those who are poor and needy. (Exodus 23:22) The income
distribution in this world is unfairly spread. It’s also easy to say that some people
worked hard and others did not. Whatever the reasons, we should be working to
develop strategies that alleviate the poor and empower others to grow.
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SUMMARY
The words of Abraham teach us that there is a delicate balance between:
Our efforts and enjoyment of the world system (wealth, leisure, position, and so on).
AND
Our ability to maintain a value system while reflecting the attributes / and the Glory of
GOD (YHVH).

PLANKTON: A QUESTION OF BALANCE (And a yardstick of mankind … do
we really understand this attribute?)

We may talk about a life of balance, and almost everyone that you speak to thinks that
they need to do better at it, and later on everyone will tell you that they have not been
successful at it. It is for this reason that I have added this passage about plankton.
Plankton plays a vital part in the global carbon cycle. The sun’s energy / CO2 is captured
at the surface of the ocean, and released to other forms of life.
Fish thrive by feeding on this food source. It is therefore vital that we maintain a balance in
the supply of plankton. So what do you think the effect on man will be, if I tell you that the
supply of plankton has decreased by 40%? It means that a vital element of the life cycle is
under threat.
That’s what happens when things are out of balance…
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So let us revert to my original thought. We need balance between our SPIRITUAL ROLE
and our PHYSICAL EFFORTS on earth. Critically, it is not just a “luxury” to have this
balance - it is a necessity. WHY?
Simply put, we are spiritual beings. If all that we do only has a physical meaning - then the
truth is that you and I not only do nothing to change this world for the better, but we also
declare that we will not leave a legacy.
What are we living for then?
The moment we allow the world system to hold the power in this delicate balance, we will
witness the ever-increasing level of compromise, and soon no one will be able to
distinguish us from the rest of the world.
Are you a stranger and a citizen?
Do you contribute to the society, make meaningful changes to their value / culture
and so on…?
And yet, survive by remaining separate and apart?

Applying these Principles
The study of this principle allows us to interpret the two other stories that form part of this
portion.

The Purchase of the Cave of Makhpelah
Abraham has moved from the land of his birthplace, to this Land of Promise. While things
have not always been easy, he has maintained his walk of faith. Each time that his faith
has been tested, he is able to focus and pull through.
But now his life partner has died. And he is still not the owner of any single piece of land,
although the promise of GOD (YHVH) still stands! He needs to have some evidence of
permanent residence before he dies. He buys the cave at Makhpelah - this name means
“double portion”. I think that there is something prophetic about this…
Remember, he knows the terms of the Covenant the God had made earlier with him.
He knows that his family will be taken into slavery for 400 years.
He knows that there is a promise of deliverance.
In the physical, in a moment of grief, he makes prophetic declaration with the burial of
Sarah to say - we will be back… a small group of 70 will go down into Egypt, but 600,000
will turn to the Land.
And a man with a huge heart - Caleb and his daughter, will demand to right to claim back
the City of Four / Hebron - he will go in and fight and defeat these giants.
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You and would do well to remember our Covenant when we are facing our giants - no
matter how big they are.
Paul tells us that we need to experience doing the Will of the Father in physical acts of
obedience that reflect the fact that we are Sons / Daughters of the Covenant, before
we can have victory in the spiritual.
Abraham needs to own Land in the physical (even if it's only a cave in Hebron) so that his
descendants will be able to take the Land in totality AND we (grafted in to the Olive Tree),
will be able to build the Tabernacle made up of Living Stones, in the spiritual domain.
Abraham goes on to buy the land at a price that far exceeds its value. Today this piece of
land is called by the name HEBRON. The name of this city is - Qiryat Arba - and means
“city of four - while Hebron also means “joining / conjunction.” (Keep in mind it is a place
where Abraham meets the visitors that come to speak about the consequences for
Sodom.)
Abraham discusses the Land deal with the “Sons of Heth” - also known as “terror”
“Heth” is spelled - “chet-tav”
“chet “means fear
“tav” means sign / mark / Covenant
So, said differently, Abraham buys the land from people who “fear those with the sign of
the Covenant”.
Is it not strange that today there is much strife / war and hatred in this town between the
Jews that live on that original piece of land and the Arabs nearby. Is the same war still
carrying on today? Can no one remember the more-than-enough price that Abraham paid
for the land?
This is the first evidence of ownership. The sale is negotiated in public. If they can deny
the ownership, then they can refute the right of Abraham descendants.
Many years later, Y’shua will come to earth, die and be resurrected… In a sense, we will
once again stand at the burial cave to mourn - only this time He will have paid the ultimate
price to ensure that you and I can become sons / daughters of the Covenant. AND this
time the adoption into the family is a complete work - it is as if we had been given our very
own Jubilee year.
Genesis 23:15-16 “My lord, listen to me. The land [you seek] is worth four hundred
shekels of silver; what is that between you and me? So bury your dead.” 16 So Abraham
listened to Ephron [and agreed to his terms]; and he weighed out for Ephron the
[amount of] silver which he had named in the hearing of the Hittites: four hundred
shekels of silver, according to the weights current among the merchants.
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A Bride for Isaac
Abraham realizes that he does not have long to
live… His life partner has passed away, his son
Isaac is somewhere close to 40 years old.
Importantly, a father always considers the
concept of legacy and knows that his son must
have a wife to accompany him on this next stage
of his journey.
Abraham knows what it’s like to be a stranger in
a foreign land. He has had first hand experience
of the degree of idol worship in his own land and
has come to see the degree of idolatry in
Canaan.
He has, over the course of his life, come to understand the heart of GOD
(YHVH) and to define exactly how GOD (YHVH) desires to be worshipped. Isaac on the
other hand, has never left the land. To some extent, he is a true citizen of the land. As this
is where he was born. In his case it is far more difficult to say that he is a sojourner.
Abraham realizes that Isaac’s other half / life partner needs to be someone who will always
“feel” that she is an outsider.
We see this “tugging of the heart strings” in the way Abraham describes the task of
fetching the bride, and how Eliezer interprets and conveys the message.
Take careful note of the word play…
Genesis 24:4 … but you will [instead] go to my [former] country (Mesopotamia) and to my
relatives, and take a wife for my son Isaac [the heir of the covenant promise].
Genesis 24:38 …but you shall [instead] go to my father’s house and to my family and take
a wife for my son [Isaac].

HAFTORAH
The haftorah portion is taken from the Book of Kings. It tells the story of the final days of
David’s life… He is old and there is a fight of succession. The connection back to the
week’s portion rests on the fact that both passages describe a leader at the end of his life both Abraham and David.
1 Kings 1:1 King David grew old, the years took their toll.
David has taken on a unique role. The Israelites have legitimacy in the land - they have
taken the land - built the kingdom, and soon the temple will stand as final proof that GOD
(YHVH) rules. The Roles of Sojourner and Stranger are however still applicable - we are
representing a Heavenly Kingdom...
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And therefore our conduct must be of the highest standard. The one verse that stands
out is this - it says that even though he is covered by blankets, he STILL does not get
warm.
1 Kings 1:1 …and he couldn’t get warm even when they covered him with bedclothes.
What do we conclude from this? While Abraham had continuously walked in
righteousness, David still paid for the sin of cutting off a portion of Saul’s coat. You see,
that coat had been anointed with the holy oil for kingship on the day of his coronation.
David had defiled that which was Holy and although he proved that he did not intend harm,
there is no evidence that he had repented.
We have another matter to debate:
Fathers, you are representatives of the Heavenly Kingdom, leave a
legacy!!
Abraham has made mistakes, but somehow has been able to separate the two sons
(Isaac and Ismael) is such a way that both:
Have purpose
Have a lineage
Have a space to rule
And yet, everyone knew that Isaac was the son of promise.
David on the other hand has managed his family life in such a way that he has major
family fights, rebellion, incest / rape and the likelihood that the son of promise would not
take the throne. In our old age, we look back on our deeds - we will be judged, not on our
military / business successes, nor on the land that we conquered, but on our children - our
legacy.

A FINAL THOUGHT
Abraham has successfully “lech lecha - get yourself out” of the land from where he came
from. We can see this in the words that he says in Genesis 24:3.
Genesis 24:3 That you will not take a wife for my son from the daughters of the
Canaanites, among whom I dwell.
At the same time he has been able to keep his distance from the influence of the
inhabitants that call this land home - the debauchery of Sodom, the divisiveness of Lot, the
idolatry of the land, by living this nomadic lifestyle of a shepherd. He has never been a
close friend with any of these local people, nor does he want his son to form the close ties
that a marriage bond (covenant) would make…
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In this day and age, you and I are called to walk with the same kind of spiritual
awareness. Not everything that you read, see, or hear in the media will be a wholesome
message... nor could you accept these messages at face value.
Part of this process is to take dominion, to make an impact, to give direction - while,
remaining the watchman on the wall - always on the lookout for the enemy that comes
under the cover of false pretences.
We should be like Abraham. We have been bought with a price… Immeasurable… the
Blood of the Messiah.
In much the same pattern as Rebekah is “bought”. She gets the nose ring that symbolises
the role of servant, and the two golden bracelets weighing ten shekels - symbolising the
Ten Commandments.
She accepts the marriage proposal without seeing the Groom - just like her decedents will
do hundreds of years later at Mount Sinai—where they will say “I do”. We, too, have yet to
see the Groom, and we too are servants of the King and sons / daughters of the Father.
Have you ever wondered why Laban wanted them to stay for ten more days?
Genesis 24:55 Her brother and mother said, “Let the girl stay with us a few days, at least
ten. After that, she will go.” He answered them, “Don’t delay me, since ADONAI has made
my trip successful, but let me go back to my master.” They said, “We will call the girl and
see what she says.” They called Rivkah and asked her, “Will you go with this man?” and
she replied, “I will.”
Think about how he gets Jacob to stay and stay… By contracting for initial period of seven
years, then substituting the other daughter and forcing Jacob to work for another seven
years for the woman that he thought he had “earned”, and then contracting some more
years of work with arduous conditions on order to “earn” the flocks.
Some of the meanings of the number ten are - “shorn fleece and wolf” - there are wolves in
the vicinity - be on your guard!!
When you have the invitation to be the BRIDE, focus, move on GOD (YHVH)’s Command
and watch out for the wolf…
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Like Abraham, we too must be building a family and community unit that is:
(1) Bringing the Light of GOD (YHVH) to this world,
(2) While at the same time maintaining the spiritual walls of the Covenant around those
whom you lead.

PRAYER
May you walk under the guidance of the Holy Spirit, and may you confidently reflect the
ambassadorship of the Kingdom of GOD (YHVH).

“Y’varekh’kha YHVH v’yishmerekha.
May YHVH bless you and keep you.
Ya’er YHVH panav eleikha vichunekka.
May YHVH make His Face shine on you and show you His favour.
Yissa YHVH panav eleikha v’yasem l’kha shalom.
May YHVH lift up His Face toward you and give you peace.
In this way they are to put My Name on the people of Israel, so that I will
bless them.
-- Numbers 6:24-27

Shalom!!
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